creation? You love your child, don't you? Well, so does he. I couldn't go
and leave the upbringing entirely to them.	^
So, on the eve of sailing for the ninth time on the Pacific as far as Tokfo*
I consented to hang on by way of my affable superintendent Schindler an&
my son Lloyd, plainly seeing nevertheless that my client as well as I would
finally have to take the consequences of her insurance brigade and eventu-
ally of the usual conspiracy. Now this on my part was due to utter weari-
ness, or else was utter cowardice.
And it might have some moral effect upon the prospects of other
paternal architects and self-willed clients to tell of consequent griefs of the
owner's administration when driven to unseemliness and hasty acts by
their employer's fiats from long-distance. And to speak in detail of the
makeshifts the insurance brigade employed, in her behalf of course, 'to
save money'. Makeshifts usually cost more than the real thing. And to
dramatize, as warning to other architects, some of the architect's own
serious mistakes; among these his unjust treatment of a naturally re-
sourceful, forceful and now roused and suspicious client.
But enough. Ownership on Olive Hill in Los Angeles took whip hand of
art by way of her own insurance brigade, and with the best intentions,
with all the justification there was. And that justification was myself.
Shades of Beethoven and Bach—Romanza did I say? Rude awakening.
And yet—all too aware of the stubborn facts—a poetic idea was to be
born. It had to conquer this stubborn, suspicious, mean, possessive old
world—all of its refractory materials in between—in order to appear at all
on that hill. Yes—and now this treacherous pack of detractors darabering
over the whole, besides.
My client's own momentum—it was Irish and considerable—had wan-
tonly cut the ground from beneath herself, and her architect, by making
him alien, angered, dazed and puzzled by all this to and fro for nothing.
I am foolishly telling all this in detail to try to show that once started
building along any unusual characteristic scheme, no timid owner has any
other salvation, never had nor ever will have, in the agonizing triangle—
infernal A.I.A. invention—of client, architect and contractor. However
fearful any owner, it will inevitably appear that the real interests of owner
and architect are one and indivisible all the time and were so at all essen-
tial points. But the contractor, by no fault of his, sits there as actually the
born enemy of both architect and owner: except as his moral worth may
rise superior to the very nature of his office. Usually it is necessary from
the start to defeat the contractor's experienced and subtle advices to the
client. He, the contractor, is by the very nature of the characteristic
'unusual* building, himself the novice. But he will never openly admit
that fact of his novitiate. He would lose his case before he began*
Nevertheless from out tMs confusion, from this welter of misunder-
standing and misapplied heat and fury—enough to have consumed the
work out of hand and finally resulting in brutal violence—a shape
appeared, inviolate. A strangely beautiful 'form* crept inexorably into
yiew. Even the quarrelling pack began to see and ie impressed by it.
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